GROC WRITES

SPRING 2021

GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHERS OF COLOR (GROC)

SEMESTER-LONG SERIES DESIGNED TO SUPPORT YOUR THESIS, DISSERTATION, OR OTHER WRITING IN A BIPOC (BLACK, INDIGENOUS, AND PEOPLE OF COLOR) GRADUATE COMMUNITY

JANUARY - MAY 2021
Co-facilitated sessions with Dr. Maricela DeMirjyn, Ethnic Studies Dr. Kristina Quynn, CSU Writes
GROC SCHEDULE

JAN 27 - MAY 7, 2021

Register: https://csuwrites.colostate.edu/groc-events/
Email: csuwrites@colostate.edu

JAN 27, 3-4:30pm
INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP
Meet GROC writers. Plan your semester’s writing & learn strategies to build writing momentum.

JAN - MAY
times to be determined by GROC Community
WEEKLY WRITING
Weekly GROC community writing sessions and accountability check ins.

FEB 5-6
FRI 3-5pm, SAT 8:30am-4:30pm
GROC WRITING RETREAT
Start and make progress on your writing. Put your strategies into practice as you write among GROC colleagues (remotely on Zoom).

MARCH 5-6
FRI 3-5pm, SAT 8:30am-4:30pm
GROC WRITING RETREAT
A mid-semester retreat to revitalize and to focus on your writing as we move into the latter-half of the semester.

APR 6, 3-4:30pm
WRITE TO PUBLISH WORKSHOP
Strategies for approaching publishers and polishing your manuscript.

MAY 7, 4-5:30pm
CELEBRATION OF WRITING
Share your semester’s writing and accomplishments at our end-of-semester GROC happy-hour gathering!